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Abstract 

 

This paper explores the value of a long-established informal ground-up market place in Singapore, 

Sungei Road Market (1930s-2017), which recently gave way to urban development. To better 

understand its urban-village nature, this paper traces the history of Sungei Road Market and studies 

the social aspects of the market and its stakeholders. Interviews with the stall owners, patrons, and 

public were conducted to acquire different perspectives of its history and future. In addition, field 

observations and asset mapping retrieve further insights of the market’s operations. Based on this 

study, we reveal that the true value of Sungei Road Market lies in the intangible ones – in the form 

of vendor-vendor network and vendor-visitor network, showing a case of resilience throughout the 

decades. It also formed a special case of cohesive community and public facility for the lower-

income empty nesters. The complex micro-ecosystem developed, in which symbiotic relationships 

and competition coexisted, presented a case of unique business model and a ground-up 

entrepreneur culture in the early days. While the issues of heritage or conservation are beyond the 

scope of this paper, the study nevertheless present the intangible values of Sungei Road Market. 
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Subtheme: INFORMALITY (c) Mapping the Impact of Informal Social-Economic Dynamics on Urban Space  

 

 

Introduction 

 

Before its closure, the Sungei Road Market was the go-to place for members of the public looking 

for cheap antiques and vintage artifacts. It had been around before World War II, and was closed to 

make way for mixed use development on 10 July 2017. In contrast to its highly organized urban 

surroundings, the market possessed a unique urban village character especially the way it hosted 

informal enterprises. 

 

This paper traces the history of Sungei Road Market and studies the social aspects of the market and 

its stakeholders. Interviews with the stall owners, patrons, and public were conducted to acquire 

different perspectives of its history and future. In addition, field observations and asset mapping 

retrieve further insights of the market’s operations. Through deeper understanding of the vendor-

vendor network as well as visitor-vendor network, the paper also attempts to uncover the micro-

ecosystem in which symbiotic relationships and competitions coexist, leading to a unique culture 

and business model. 
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Past urban policies had actively shaped the condition of Sungei Road Market in terms of its scale, 

physical setting, business model, type of merchandise and vendor, density of stalls, and potential 

customers. On the other hand, generations of vendors had also shown their resilience and vitality in 

overcoming constraints faced by the shrinking market. This paper discusses the dynamics between 

these two forces and highlights the intangible values of the market.    

 

 

Historical Background: Struggle for Survival 

 

Situated besides Rochor Canal, the commercial activities around Sungei Road (“sungei” means “river” 

in Malay language) started in 1930s during the British colonial period. The main customers at first 

were the workers from Singapore Ice Work factory located at the junction of Sungei Road and Pitt 

Street, a significant landmark in this area.1 Commercial activities then were mix of shophouses and 

peddlers on the street. According to our interview of an 85-year-old vendor in Sungei Road Market, 

the cool mist from the ice factory effectively cooled down the hot weather in the surrounding area, 

offering an enjoyable public space for both vendors and visitors. (Figure 1)  

 

Figure 1. Marketplace along Rochor Canal and Sungei Road.  

(Source: Collection of National Museum of Singapore) 

                                                             
1 Singapore Ice Work was later demolished in 1984. See Tyers, R. K. (1993). Ray Tyers’ Singapore: Then and now. 
Singapore: Landmark Books, p. 76.  
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Throughout its history, the market enjoyed two times of heydays and endured two declines. The first 

boom was during Japanese occupation (1942-1945), when it gained the name “Evening Robinsons” 

– “a cheeky reference to the Robinsons Departmental Store” 2 , by offering various affordable 

household supplies for poor people. Rochor Canal at that time was part of the major transportation 

system for shipping goods. As a result, the peddlers were largely aggregating along the bank of canal. 

Because the goods sold there were either stolen or acquired by other illegal means, it soon gained 

its reputation as “Thieves Market”3.  

 

The second heyday was during 1960s before the British Army withdrew from Singapore. The popular 

merchandise were various army surplus goods, such as “parachutes, raincoats, knapsacks, billycans 

and boots, due to the proximity to British military bases”2. It was also famous for electrical 

appliances that were “either stolen, smuggled or were factory rejects”2. Due to the low price and 

culture of bargaining, the market significantly attracted many low-income customers.  

 

Singaporeans and Malaysians were drawn to visit the market not just for buying items but also for a 

taste of its bustled atmosphere. But Thieves Market was more than just a popular market place. 

Shopkeepers living in the second floor above their shops viewed this place as intimate neighborhood 

and residential community. The main demographic was Chinese. One of our interviewees, “Auntie 

H”, is the daughter of a Chinese shopkeeper in Sungei Road Market. Born in 1943, She had since lived 

and worked in the shophouse until it was torn down in 1991. According to her there were two signs 

of community’s existence. The first one is an ancestor hall hedging in the gaps of two unattached 

shophouses, where residents held ceremonies during traditional festivals (unfortunately we have 

yet to find evidence to validate the existence of this ancestor hall). Secondly, there was an unofficial 

union of vendors, inclusive of both shop owners and street peddlers, which held regular weekly 

meetings in a coffeeshop next to the market. Due to the unstable environment during WWII, the will 

to form cohesive community was strong. The existence of such vendors’ union was confirmed by 

two other two elderly vendors who had been peddling in Sungei Road Market for more than 30 years. 

 

The market’s popularity began to wane in 1980s.4 Since Singapore’s independence, the authority 

had pointed out that the hawkers were the cause of “disamenity” for neighbors and pollution for 

urban environment, impeding pedestrian flow and creating hygiene issues on the streets. Illegal 

transactions such as smuggling drugs and stolen items was another crux of the problem. In addition, 

its location in the peripheral of CBD rendered it a prime commercial area. These led to the 

subsequent policy to relocate hawkers to “designated locations where they could be better 

controlled”.5  

 

                                                             
2 Gopalakrishnan, V., & Perera, A. (Eds.). (1983). Singapore changing landscapes: Geylang, Chinatown, Serangoon. 
Singapore: FEP International, pp. 99–100.  
3 Victor R Savage, Brenda S A Yeoh (2004). Toponymics—A Study of Singapore Street Names (2nd Ed). Singapore: 
Eastern Universities Press. pp. 363–364.  
4 Tyers, R. K. (1993). Ray Tyers’ Singapore: Then and now. Singapore: Landmark Books, p. 76.  
5 Since 1965, the government actively carry out policies and programs to legalize local peddlers through an island-
wide hawkers’ registration, coupled with construction of hawker centers between 1971 to 1986. See Kong, L. (2007). 
Singapore hawker centres: People, places, food. Singapore: National Environment Agency, p. 27. (Call no.: RSING 
381.18095957 KON) 
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Figure 2. Sungei Road Market in 1987. (Source: National Archives) 

 

The relocation policy did not affected Sungei Road Market initially, until 1982 when the authority 

decided to remove all temporary shelters built by peddlers. Within less than a year many peddlers 

returned to the original site, took over the vacant land again and began the game of hide-and-seek 

with enforcement officers.6 Without an effective solution for the flea market, the authority in the 

end agreed to issue free temporary permit for regular peddlers, under one condition: only second-

hand goods could be traded in this market, food or brand new items were not allowed.7  

 

The scale of the market continued to shrink in the 1990s. Frequent fires8 and drug infestation9 in 

the area led to the demolition of most of the shophouses and attap huts along Sungei Road. Shop 

owners who owned land lease were relocated to new residential developments, while the peddlers 

were disbanded without compensation. Yet the vendor community persisted. Some of the previous 

shop owners came back as peddlers, displaying wares on the blue-and-red canvas sheet or foldable 

tables along the street. Aforementioned Auntie H was one of them. She returned to the market in 

1994 as a peddler, selling hand-made bags, second-hand trinkets, old records, toys, antique coins, 

and electronic appliances (Figure 3). All those items could be easily found at Sungei Road Market. 

The market gradually evolved into a bazaar for second-hand and vintage goods, as well as a public 

gathering place for the local elderly and migrant workers.  

                                                             
6 “Sungei Road Flea Market”, Root, National Heritage Board: https://roots.sg/learn/resources/virtual-tours/sungei-
road-flea-market 
7 Ho, Michelle (12 October 2001). "How much for that broken phone?". The Straits Times. 
8 Serious of fire accident destroyed 20 shophouses along Sungei Road, render 1 people injured and 60 people 
homeless. "Third fire in two months hits the Sungei Road area". The Straits Times. 10 February 1991. Home section. 
9 Drugs were popular with workers looking for a cheap way to ease the hardship of the day's toil. The opium addicts 
were mainly poor, elderly people from working-class groups. Chua, Chin Hon (12 April 1999). "Busted—1990s' largest 
opium syndicate". The Straits Times. 
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Figure 3. Diverse merchandise on display in one of the stalls. (Photo: Gao Tongchaoran) 

 

 

By 1994, all shophouses in this area had been demolished. The only vendors were street peddlers. 

Foreign peddlers were expelled since only Singapore citizens were granted with selling permits. Their 

sites were taken over by newcomers. Community bonding slowly eroded due to lack of trust 

between newcomers and long-established vendors, and the vendors’ union eventually became non-

functional. Meanwhile, various urban projects such as the river clean-up project and the subsequent 

Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) project further reduced the scale of the market to half of its original size. 

(Figure 4) 
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Figure 4. Three stages of Sungei Road Market’s transformation. (Source: authors) 
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Figure 5. Bird View of Sungei Road Market during its pick hours in weekend.  

(Photo: Gao Tongchaoran) 

 

In February 2017 a statement on the official closure of Sungei Road Market was jointly announced 

by the National Environment Agency (NEA), Ministry of National Development, Ministry of Social 

and Family Development, Workforce Singapore, National Heritage Board (NHB) and the Singapore 

Police Force.10 For the last time the vendor community tried to fight for their place. An union was 

rebuilt with the name Association of the Recycling of Second Hand Goods. It formed alliance with a 

non-profit volunteer group, Save Sungei Road Market Campaign, which organized tours to raise 

public awareness of the market’s history and cultural heritage. All strategies including collecting 

signatures from vendors and visitors, submitting a petition to the authority, asking for an alternative 

site in the vicinity were to no avail.11 The last day of Sungei Road Market finally took place on 10th 

July 2017. 

 

 

The Value of Sungei Road Market 

 

Whereas the petitioners argued that the government should preserve the historical heritage and 

unique branding of this flea market, to the authority the value of Sungei Road Market was less 

                                                             
10 For compensation, NEA offered financial aids for vendors who were willing to sign up for a lock-up stall in 

government-built hawker center as alternative. But eventually only 44 (out of more than 200) vendors took the offer. 

"Sungei Road Flea Market to make way for future homes."(15 Feb. 2017). The Straits Times; “Sungei Road stalwarts eye 

future beyond flea market's closure” (12 May 2017) Channel News Asia. 
11 “Govt's response to Sungei Road Market petition 'deeply disappointing': Petitioners” (4 July 2017) Channel News 

Asia. 
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defined. The public was urged to differentiate nostalgia from cultural heritage, and that heritage 

can be preserved and transmitted in other forms. 

 

In the case of Sungei Road Market, the original vendor community had mostly been replaced over 

the years. Once reputable leaders of the community had either retired or passed away, while half 

of existing vendors started their business after 1991. The new association was formed much later in 

the hope of saving the market, it is thus questionable whether it truly represented the vendor 

community, as shown in the survey conducted by the authors (Table 1).12 The social bonding and 

cultural value of the market was naturally in doubt. 

 

Table 1. Vendors’ attitude towards newly formed association. (Source: authors) 

 

On the other hand, as the operation of flea market is more dynamic and spontaneous, rather than 

systematic and planned, we could look beyond the association and explore the everyday 

relationships among the vendors while searching for the true value of such market. Our survey 

shows that mutual-help frequently happened between vendors, especially between neighboring 

vendors (Table 2).  

 

                                                             
12 52% of vendors responded that they did not join the association due to the 10 dollars compulsory membership fee 

per month. A follow-up question on how the chairman was elected shows that there was no election at all. In spite of 

67% of vendors showing indifference towards the association, 4 out of 10 association members, and 3 out of 13 non-

member vendors, wanted to contribute to the “Save Sungei Road Market Campaign”, but felt that their voice was never 

heard. 
 

44%

52%

4%

ARE YOU A MEMBER OF THE 
ASSOCIATION?

Yes No Never heard
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Table 2. Persons to seek help from. (Source: authors) 

 

Such mutual-help was clearly profit driven, which includes preventing shoplifting, exchanging goods, 

reserving stall location, sharing shelter structure, etc. Yet such informal network could contribute 

to the overall eco-system of this unique market. In this paper we hypothesize that it was these 

loosely formed, informal network that gave rise to the characters and true values of Sungei Road 

Market: one that required no cost or low cost in operation, one that optimized the symbiotic 

relationships between the vendors towards common benefits and coexisted with competitions 

(which led to a cohesive entrepreneur community), and one that displayed resilience against 

changes in the past decades, all of which exemplifies a successful start-up ecosystem. 

 

In the following sections we explore two kind of networks, namely vendor-vendor network and 

visitor-vendor network, followed by a social-spatial study of the significance of market as public 

space. Qualitative methodology employed include field observations, shadowing of selected visitors 

and vendors, and interviews. 

 

 

Vendor-Vendor Network 

       

Merchandise 

 

Vendors at Sungei Road Market had multiple sources of collecting second-hand goods. The most 

common source is actually their neighbors or friends who helped to clean up old unused stuff such 

as clothes, handicrafts, foldable chairs given by people who were moving to new places. If it was an 

electronic product, or other high-value commodity, the owner might consign it to the vendor to sell 

in the market. In this case, vendor would charge 30% to 50% of service fee when a transection was 

successful. Residents living nearby sometimes would also bring their stuffs to the market and try to 

sell to the vendors. Some desperate vendors would also resort to picking up disposed items from 

garbage sites in residential estates, and then sold them after cleaning and repairing. 

 

4

12

4

1

1

Self

Neighbours

Relative (Spouse / Kid)

People along the same row

Old Customer

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

WHO DO YOU GO FOR HELP?
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Figure 6. Merchandise Flow (Source: authors) 

 

Another source was defective goods from nearby stores. For example, Uncle G used to make good 

profits from selling defective game cartridge. “What you need is a car to ship the goods away. I don’t 

pay a penny because they thought I was helping them throw garbage.” He said proudly, “This kind 

of stuff have no chance to sell in a proper store because their customers are expecting good quality 

goods. But here (in Sungei Road) is a different story. ”  

 

Goods distributed within vendor community was common too. Good-performance vendors (GPV) 

like Uncle G always had special suppliers of various kinds of popular items, which guaranteed the 

diversity of their merchandise. Other average-performance vendors (APV) would buy these popular 

items from GPV, but the transaction was more of barter trade. This process eventually shaped the 

landscape of Sungei Road Market vendors into selling mixed items rather than specialized items. 

Some GPV were also generous, giving away popular items to other low-performance vendors (LPV), 

helping them get minimum earning. In this case, maintaining a good relationship with GPV became 

important. 

 

Merchandise network in Sungei Road Market thus went beyond the standard retail business model, 

ensuring the dynamic flows within the market. The dynamic flows helped to diversify the goods of 

each vendor, making them more resilient in case certain items were not allowed to be sold in the 

market. The collective efforts among neighboring vendors also formed a grassroots thieves-

monitoring scheme to protecting against shoplifting. 

 

 

Location 
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Figure 7. Location of vendors on typical weekday afternoon. (Source: authors) 

 

Space to set up stall is crucial for street peddler. Therefore, it would not be surprising that vendors 

fought over land ‘ownership’. Some vendors even traded their space. Uncle L (81 years old), for 

instance, bought his current location from his friend, a Malaysian vendor, for $300, after Sungei 

Road Market was restricted to only Singaporean vendors.  

 

Good relationship with neighboring vendors would mean securing the location. According to 

authority, the vendors’ locations were fixed in order to avoid conflicts. But the same location might 

be shared by different vendors at different time. For example, Uncle G set up stall from Monday to 

Friday, 1pm to 5pm, which allowed other vendors to operate at the same location from Monday to 

Friday, 5pm. to 7pm, and throughout the weekend. Sometimes newcomers who were not familiar 

with the rule might occupy a seemingly empty spot. This would easily lead to quarrel if the 

newcomer refused to leave after the original vendor showed up. Our interview reveals two ways to 

secure vending spots: by making friends with neighboring vendors so that they could help to pre-

occupy the spot on behalf; and by arriving at the spot much earlier before the market opened.  

 

 

 

 

Shelter  

 

Each vendor had their own method of sheltering to protect themselves from the tropical sun and 

rain, according to their skills, resources, and the surrounding environment. Often the vendors made 

use of the surrounding fences to attach their canvas sheet at both ends to form shelters. To prevent 

the canvas shelter from flapping in the wind, the shelter ends were tied down onto the ground, 

attached to a concrete footing or a weight (Figure 8). Alternatively, the canvas shelter can be made 

taut by tension cables stretched across the market (Figure 9). 
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Figure 8. Section Drawing – Shelter Structure Type 1. (Illustration: Liaw Su Xin) 

 

Figure 9. Section Drawing – Shelter Structure Type 2. (Illustration: Liaw Su Xin) 

 

However, some part of the market has limited attachment points. In this case, vendors leveraged on 

vendor-vendor relationship to set up their shelter. As seen from Figure 10, the vendor in the middle 

allowed his neighbors to attach their canvas shelter to share his umbrella stand. From the interview, 

we better understood that the neighboring vendors were his close friends. During break time, the 

three of them would take shifts to look after each other stalls and they would have frequent casual 

chats. Naturally, the boundaries between the vendor friends were loosely defined and they were 

willing to assist in the shelter connection. 
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Figure 10. Section Drawing – Mutual-help in shelter structure Type 3 (Illustration: Liaw Su Xin) 

 

 

Business Model 

 

Table 2 shows that vendor-vendor relationship is more likely happened between neighboring 

vendors. From aforementioned analysis, such network helped to facilitate item exchange, thieve-

monitoring, securing vending spots, and sharing shelter structure. Furthermore, creative and 

effective business strategy could be built on vendor – vendor network. To illustrate, Uncle C’s 

business was to repair fan, which relied largely on LPV who would pay him to repair the broken 

discarded fans. Another uncle would repair watches and clocks. Antique clock is one of the most 

sought-after items, after repair it could be sold in much higher price.  

 

Vendor-Visitor Network 

 

 
Figure 11. Visitor Types. (Source: authors) 

 

Sungei Road Market had a diversity of visitors (Figure 11). However, only the regular returnees were 

crucial for vendors’ profit. The friendships developed between them through years made these 

visitors loyal customers (Table 3). Through shadowing several visitors, we discovered that regular 

returnees were generally clustered and targeted at just certain parts of the markets where their 

friends have set up their stalls. Therefore, their routes were consistently thread through the stalls 
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of their vendor friends.  

 

 

Table 3. Friendship with Regular Customers. (Source: authors) 

 

Figure 12 shows the route of two domestic workers visited a clothing stall owned by Grandma L 

without patronizing any other stalls. They came from the nearest access point and left promptly 

after purchasing several pieces of clothing. Figure 13 shows the path of a regular visitor, Mr. G, a 

friend of several vendors. Mr G stopped at several stalls for short chats and even tended the stall 

with one of the stall owners for a while, and left from an access point different from where he 

entered.  

 

 

Figure 12. Route of two domestic workers.        Figure 13. Route of a regular visitor. 

(Illustration: Tan Chiew Yu, Audrey)     (Illustration: Tan Chiew Yu, Audrey)  

 

Close relations between the vendors and the visitors was indicated by the casual conversations held. 

Occasionally, vendors might invite the visitors into their stall territory to find a comfortable seat to 

hold a longer conversation. Represented in figure 14, after a short conversation with the vendor, 

the female visitor was invited into the stall to sit on a box to continue their conversation. Eventually, 

the neighbor of the vendor joined in the conversation too. The only time that the vendor took their 

attention away from the conversation was when interested visitors asked for the price of his goods. 

19
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Yes/ No
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0 10 20
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Visitors lingering at a stall was not an uncommon sight, especially for certain vendors who were 

seemingly more friendly and outgoing. From our observations, friendly exchanges included “Have 

you eaten?” or “What do you have for me today?”. Due to the issue of market closure, concerns 

were expressed in the forms of “Have you gotten a place to move to?” or “Are you going to continue 

your business?”.  

 
Figure 14. Section Drawing - visitor was invited into the stall to chat with vendor.  

(Illustration: Liaw Su Xin) 

 

However, the friendly relationship between the vendors and the visitors was not universal to all the 

vendors. Compared with figure 16, which show how eye-contact would be made in a usual store 

setting, figure 15 reveals that not all vendors are welcoming to the patrons. This vendor was selling 

items such as headphones and watches. To isolate his stall from the main circulation, he hung a 

piece of canvas in front of this stall to limit the visual connection to the gap below the canvas. 

Besides of providing a shade against the sun, it portrayed a more hostile nature by the vendor which 

deterred customers.  

 

Figure 15. Section Drawing – Vendor intentionally block eye-contact with visitors.  

(Illustration: Liaw Su Xin) 
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Figure 16. Section Drawing - Eye-contacts between vendors and visitors. (Illustration: Liaw Su Xin) 

 

The tendency of grouping in cluster of symbiotic relationship fostered the holistic culture and unique 

business model. As a result, it formed an intimate community in this market place and public 

gathering space.  

 

 

Public Facility for Lower-income Empty Nesters 

 

  

Table 4. Age groups of interviewed vendors           Table 5. Empty Nester.  

 (Source: authors)          (Source: authors)  

4%

65%

31%

WHO ARE YOU LIVING WITH ?

Son None Spouse

9%
4%

18%

48%

17%

4%

AGE GROUP OF VENDORS

40+ 50+ 60+ 70+ 80+ 90+
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Table 6. Distribution of empty nester in different age group. (Source: authors) 

 

The market represented a unique lifestyle for a particular group of elderly. Our survey shows that 

74% of vendors’ age is above 70, 18% of them is above 60, and only 13% of them are ranging from 

40 to 60 (Table 4). Sungei Road Market could mean different things for different vendors. Besides 

earning income, some of them viewed it as a productive way of spending retirement life. Our survey 

also shows that 65% of the vendors are empty-nesters, i.e. living alone (Table 5). To them Sungei 

Road Market offered a place to get away from their lonely house. A 70 year-old uncle shared that 

he started selling second-hand accessories and clothes after his retirement in 2012, partially to 

cover the high expense of his wife’s hospital bills. But after her passing, he continued selling just to 

keep himself occupied.  

 

Auntie T even saw the market as a community hospice care. “I come to market if I’m feeling not well, 

so that my friend can keep an eye on me. “said Auntie T, “I don’t need him (referring to her friend, 

an uncle selling amulets next to her stall) to take care of me… I only expect him to call 999, if I 

suddenly faint or (am) dying. Otherwise I will die in my apartment alone.”  

 

The age group in regular visitors was more diverse, as the main customer base was then foreign 

workers. But if we only look at local visitors, almost all of them are retired seniors. Compared to 

young generations, seniors would prefer old places like coffeeshop, hawker center, and flea market, 

where they felt more relaxed and comfortable. Sungei Road Market certainly had a place in both 

elderly vendors and elderly visitors.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Based on this study, as we look beyond the tangible values of the Sungei Road Market, we reveal 

that its true value lies in the intangible ones – in the form of vendor-vendor network and vendor-

visitor network, showing a case of resilience throughout the decades. It also formed a special case 
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of cohesive community and public facility for the lower-income empty nesters. The complex 

ecosystem developed, in which symbiotic relationships and competition coexisted, presented a case 

of unique business model and a ground-up entrepreneur culture that might even become a good 

case study material for future start-ups. 

  

While we recommend that the intangible values of the Sungei Road Market should not be discarded, 

we understand that the sustainability of existing urban form of the market itself entailed other 

complex challenges, including increasing land value, competing future programs, accessibility of the 

area as a whole when the MRT station is completed, etc. Alternative solution of relocation had been 

sought by the vendors, but a consensus was not easily achieved. Future development could certainly 

learn from this case study, such that if a new developmental approach can be carried out to allow 

co-existence of new urban spaces and self-organized activities, organically formed market like 

Sungei Road could then continue to serve as an urban laboratory where we could observe and learn 

how a long-established market place could gain social values beyond its commercial function. Such 

urban prototype could be the future extension of this study. 
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Appendix 

 

Interviewee 1 2 3 4 

Name Huang Shu Jie Lee Yew Di (?) Shao 
Helen Lai Guay 

Hoon 

Age 77 70 72 70 

Gender Male Male Male Female 

Race Chinese Chinese Chinese Chinese 

Number of Sellers at 

Stall 
1 1 1 1 

Current Occupation (if 

any) 
- - - - 

Family member to live 

with (Slibling/ Spouse/ 

Children) 

0 Wife 0 
0 (sister - pass 

away) 

Home Location Hougang Jurong West - Toa Payoh 

Contact No. - - - 84358496 

Do you know the new 

labor union ? 

Yes, they 

appear on 

newspaper. 

Yes Yes Yes 

Are you a member of 

the labor union? 

No. Don't want 

to pay the 

money. 

Yes No No 

How the chairman being 

elected 
No idea. Yes  No idea. 

He just 

suddenly 

appears and 

claim himself as 

chairmen. 

Did you participate into 

the discussion of how 

to saving sungi road? 

- 
I was listening their 

discussion. 
- - 

Does the association 

informs you about the 

usage of the fund or 

their decision of how to 

save sungei road? 

- Change topic - - 

Do you know the labor 

union in old days? 
No No No 

Yes. They used 

to hold regular 

meetings per 

week in coffee 

shop next to the 

market. My dad 
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was a member 

of that union.  

How often do you come 

here in a week? 

Every day 

7-8 years 

6 times 

20 years 

6 times 

10+ years 

everyday 

30 years 

How do you determine 

the location of your 

stall? 

Routine Routine Routine 

People 

undertand it is 

hers. She sets 

up early as it is 

still a first come 

first serve basis 

 Do you shift around? No No No No 

Do you chat with your 

neighbours? 
Yes Yes Yes No 

Who is considered your 

good friend in the 

market? 

- 
"Everyone" 

大家是朋友 
-   

Who do you go to for 

help? 
- Neighbours - 靠自己 

Do your friends visit 

you in the market and 

help you (sell 

stuff/introduce 

customers/set up stall)? 

No No No 

No. But they 

provide 

emotional 

support and 

company. She 

is closer to 

those not 

associated with 

the market due 

to the internal 

politics. 

Any bad experiences 

with other sellers? 
- No No yes very many 

Are you grouped with 

friends? 
Yes Yes Yes no 

Do you share a shelter 

with your neighbour? 
No Yes No no 

Do you exchange items 

with other vendors? 

Which vendor(s) do you 

buy from, what do you 

buy and how frequent? 

No No 
Yes, not sure 

where 
No 

Where do you get your 

goods from? 
Past collection 

Old people / Nun / 

Monk (amulets) 

Buy from 

friends 
Sim Lim 
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Do you have regular 

customers? Are they 

your friends? 

Yes / Yes Yes / Yes Yes / No 

Yes/ No. Prefer 

to keep a 

distance. 

Who are your frequent 

buyers and which types 

of people do you 

normally see in the 

market? Are you able to 

identify a potential 

customer or a window-

shopper? 

Locals / Foreign 

workers 

Locals / Tourists / 

Foreign workers 

Locals / 

Tourists 

Locals,  

Foreign workers 

Any bad experiences 

with customers? Would 

you warn your fellow 

vendors about these 

customers? 

Not really, just 

some quarrels 

in the past 

No, negotiate until 

both parties are 

happy 

Yes, picky and 

stingy 

customers. 

Sometimes 

they steal from 

me as well. 

Especially 

foreign workers 

they want 

cheap and 

good items 

Yes. A lot. 

Assualt. 

Pointing 

incident. Yes 

warn vendors 

and customers 

about hostile 

vendors. 

Interviewee 5 6 7 8 

Name Liang Po Po Ashraf Lee Anonymous 

Age 58 65 70 + 50+ 

Gender Female Male Female Male  

Race Chinese Malay Chinese Chinese 

Number of Sellers at 

Stall 
2 4 

2 (with 

husband) 
1 
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Current Occupation (if 

any) 
- - - - 

Family member to live 

with (Slibling/ Spouse/ 

Children) 

Husband  0 Husband  0 

Home Location Henderson Pasir Ris 
2 minutes walk 

away 
Nearby 

Contact No. - - - - 

Do you know the new 

labor union ? 
Yes Yes Yes 

Yes. They are 

collecting 

signiture to 

save sungei 

road. But no 

use! 

Are you a member of 

the labor union? 
Yes No No Yes 

How the chairman being 

elected 
Don't care. No idea. No idea. Don't care. 

Did you participate into 

the discussion of how 

to saving sungi road? 

Don't care. - - Don't care. 

Does the association 

informs you about the 

usage of the fund or 

their decision of how to 

save sungei road? 

No - - No 

Do you know the labor 

union in old days? 
No 

Yes. In old days, we 

all have coffee 

togather .  

No No 

How often do you come 

here in a week? 

Saturday & 

Sunday 

 10+years 

everyday 

30 + years 

Everyday 

9 years ago 

Everyday 

10 years 
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How do you determine 

the location of your 

stall? 

Routine 
Same location for 

past 30 years 
  Routine 

 Do you shift around? No No No No 

Do you chat with your 

neighbours? 
Yes Yes No Yes 

Who is considered your 

good friend in the 

market? 

People along 

the same row 

Unknown. Can be 

anyone. Shop 

keepers and 

customers. 

Husband Neighbours 

Who do you go to for 

help? 
Neighbours Neighbours Husband Neighbours 

Do your friends visit 

you in the market and 

help you (sell 

stuff/introduce 

customers/set up stall)? 

Yes, help to sell 

stuff 
Yes, help to sell stuff No no 

Any bad experiences 

with other sellers? 

In the past 

(seller 

complained her 

of taking too 

much space 

Yes Yes, Neighbour No 

Are you grouped with 

friends? 
No Yes No Yes 

Do you share a shelter 

with your neighbour? 
Yes 

No, but neighbours 

do 
No Yes 

Do you exchange items 

with other vendors? 

Which vendor(s) do you 

buy from, what do you 

buy and how frequent? 

No Yes, any 

Yes. To 

replenish her 

stocks 

no 

Where do you get your 

goods from? 

Bin centre, 

Rubbish chute 

in HDB estates 

Customers (buy and 

sell or donation) + 

from other stall 

owners 

Other stall 

owners. Army 

stuff 

outside of the 

market and 

bring from 

home 
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Do you have regular 

customers? Are they 

your friends? 

Yes/Yes Yes/Yes No yes, yes 

Who are your frequent 

buyers and which types 

of people do you 

normally see in the 

market? Are you able to 

identify a potential 

customer or a window-

shopper? 

Flippino maids, 

Foreign 

workers, locals 

Loyal customers who 

buy/ sell 

Foreigners 

especially 

malaysians who 

like durable 

army stuff. 

have regular 

customers and 

know what they 

like. will reserve 

good songs for 

them 

Any bad experiences 

with customers? Would 

you warn your fellow 

vendors about these 

customers? 

Not really, but 

there were 

complaints 

about clothes 

being dirty even 

though they 

were washed 

No. Learnt to filter 

the nonsense and 

take things wiith a 

pinch of salt 

Yes. Quarrel no 

Interviewee 9 10 11 12 

Name Ah Boon  Mr Deng  Jack Foo Mr Ang 

Age 70+ 90 40+ 80+ 

Gender Male Male Male Male 

Race Chinese Chinese Chinese Chinese 

Number of Sellers at 

Stall 
2 1 1 1 

Current Occupation (if 

any) 
- -   - 
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Family member to live 

with (Slibling/ Spouse/ 

Children) 

Husband  0 0 0 

Home Location Chua Chu Kang Alexandra - - 

Contact No. - 84487306 93398989 - 

Do you know the new 

labor union ? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Are you a member of 

the labor union? 
Yes Yes, vise-chair man No Yes 

How the chairman being 

elected 
No idea. 

The chairman 

recommend to 

rebuild the union. 

Don't care. No idea. 

Did you participate into 

the discussion of how 

to saving sungi road? 

No,But we 

should! 
I trust the chairman. - 

No,But we 

should! 

Does the association 

informs you about the 

usage of the fund or 

their decision of how to 

save sungei road? 

No 
Don't know, maybe 

buy snacks? 
- No 

Do you know the labor 

union in old days? 
No 

Yes.Most of my 

friends pass away. 

Some of them still 

alive but already 

retired. 

No 
Yes. But I'm not 

one of them. 

How often do you come 

here in a week? 
Tue-Sun 

4 times/week 

40years 

3 times/week 

10years  

Weekends 

since 1989 

How do you determine 

the location of your 

stall? 

Routine 
His stall is marked 

with his name 
Routine Routine 

 Do you shift around? No No No No 
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Do you chat with your 

neighbours? 
Yes Yes No Yes 

Who is considered your 

good friend in the 

market? 

People along 

the same row 

People along the 

same row 

Nobody can be 

trusted 

People along 

the same row 

Who do you go to for 

help? 
Neighbours Neighbours self Neighbours 

Do your friends visit 

you in the market and 

help you (sell 

stuff/introduce 

customers/set up stall)? 

Yes, Help to sell 

stuff 
Yes Yes No 

Any bad experiences 

with other sellers? 
Yes, opposite No 

Yes. They 

reported him 

when he was 

still selling porn 

No 

Are you grouped with 

friends? 
Yes No No Yes 

Do you share a shelter 

with your neighbour? 
Yes No No Yes 

Do you exchange items 

with other vendors? 

Which vendor(s) do you 

buy from, what do you 

buy and how frequent? 

Yes Yes No 

Yes. On sat, he 

will bring home 

unsold stuff. on 

sun or rainy 

days, he will 

give or sell his 

stuff at a lower 

price to other 

vendors 

Where do you get your 

goods from? 

Take from 

people's 

homes/friends 

donate to him 

Buy from other 

places/Thailand/India 

Household 

appliances from 

external 

supplier 

Neighbours, 

Buy 

Do you have regular 

customers? Are they 

your friends? 

Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes 
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Who are your frequent 

buyers and which types 

of people do you 

normally see in the 

market? Are you able to 

identify a potential 

customer or a window-

shopper? 

Locals,  

Foreign workers 
Tourists 

Locals,  

Foreign 

workers 

Foreign workers  

Any bad experiences 

with customers? Would 

you warn your fellow 

vendors about these 

customers? 

Yes, been 

stolen before. 

Neighbours will 

warn each other 

if they saw 

someone 

suspicious. 

No No No 

Interviewee 13 14 15 16 

Name Uncle George  Uncle 景元 Anonymous Anonymous 

Age 60+ 60+ 40+ 80+ 

Gender Male Male Female Male 

Race Chinese Chinese Chinese Chinese 

Number of Sellers at 

Stall 
1 1 1 1 

Current Occupation (if 

any) 
- - - - 

Family member to live 

with (Slibling/ Spouse/ 

Children) 

0 0 0 Wife+Son 
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Home Location - - - - 

Contact No. - - - - 

Do you know the new 

labor union ? 
Yes No Yes Yes 

Are you a member of 

the labor union? 
Yes - 

No, don’t want 

to pay the 

membership 

fee 

Yes 

How the chairman being 

elected 
Don't care. - Don't care. Don't care. 

Did you participate into 

the discussion of how 

to saving sungi road? 

No, I don't 

expect too much 

from them. I will 

move to 

Chinatown after 

market close 

down. 

- - Don't care. 

Does the association 

informs you about the 

usage of the fund or 

their decision of how to 

save sungei road? 

No - - No 

Do you know the labor 

union in old days? 
No No No 

Yes, we were 

friends in old 

days. 

How often do you come 

here in a week? 

Weekdays 

20years 

3 days a week 

20years 

Everyday 

10 years 

Everyday 

20years 

How do you determine 

the location of your 

stall? 

Routine 
Find a empty spot 

and set up stall. 
Routine Routine 

 Do you shift around? No Yes, have to. No No 
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Do you chat with your 

neighbours? 
Yes No, no time Yes 

Yes, that's my 

son 

Who is considered your 

good friend in the 

market? 

People along 

the same row 
No No 

People along 

the same row 

Who do you go to for 

help? 

People along 

the same row 
self Neighbours Son 

Do your friends visit 

you in the market and 

help you (sell 

stuff/introduce 

customers/set up stall)? 

Yes No No Yes 

Any bad experiences 

with other sellers? 
No Yes, argue the spot.  

Yes, don't want 

to make friends 

with them.  

In old days, 

yes.  

Are you grouped with 

friends? 
Yes No No 

Yes, with my 

son 

Do you share a shelter 

with your neighbour? 

No,but if there's 

rain and people 

need a shelter, I 

will happy to 

share 

No No Yes 

Do you exchange items 

with other vendors? 

Which vendor(s) do you 

buy from, what do you 

buy and how frequent? 

I never buy from 

others, but 

others vendors 

will come to buy 

some of my 

best-sell-item. 

No 

Yes, will buy 

popular goods 

from others. 

No 

Where do you get your 

goods from? 

Defective items 

from stores or 

factory. Friends' 

old stuff. 

I'm a collector. I have 

my secret resource. 

Buy goods if 

people bring 

their old stuff to 

market to sell. 

Buy from 

friends 

Do you have regular 

customers? Are they 

your friends? 

Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes 

Who are your frequent 

buyers and which types 

of people do you 

normally see in the 

Locals, Foreign 

workers 
Locals 

Foreign 

workers  
Foreign workers  
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market? Are you able to 

identify a potential 

customer or a window-

shopper? 

Any bad experiences 

with customers? Would 

you warn your fellow 

vendors about these 

customers? 

Yes. Quarrel, 

but through time 

you will learn to 

be patient with 

them.  

No, customer is the 

god. 
No 

Yes. Got stolen. 

Neighbour help 

to watch out. 

Interviewee 17 18 19 20 

Name Uncle Lee 李锦泉 Anonymous Anonymous 

Age 81 70+ 70+ 70+ 

Gender Male Male Male Male 

Race Chinese Chinese Chinese Chinese 

Number of Sellers at 

Stall 
1 1 4 1 

Current Occupation (if 

any) 
- - - - 

Family member to live 

with (Slibling/ Spouse/ 

Children) 

Wife Wife Wife 0 

Home Location - - - - 

Contact No. - - - - 
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Do you know the new 

labor union ? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Are you a member of 

the labor union? 
Yes No No No 

How the chairman being 

elected 
No idea. Don't care. No idea. No idea. 

Did you participate into 

the discussion of how 

to saving sungi road? 

No, I'm happy to 

move to China 

town after 

Market close 

down. 

- - - 

Does the association 

informs you about the 

usage of the fund or 

their decision of how to 

save sungei road? 

No - - - 

Do you know the labor 

union in old days? 

Yes. It got 50 

around 

members and 

we drink coffee 

together.  

No - No 

How often do you come 

here in a week? 

Weekdays 

25years 

Everyday 

Since 1998. I used to 

own a travel 

angency. Now it's 

just a hobby of 

selling stuff here. 

Weekdays 

20years 

Weekend since 

1980s I was 

selling stereo 

here. But retair 

since 2012 

when gov. buit 

MRT station 

and shrink the 

market. I lose 

my spot. But I 

return back for 

earning some 

money. 

How do you determine 

the location of your 

stall? 

Routine.At first I 

used to rent the 

spot at 10 

dollars per day, 

after NEA 

chased out all 

the foreign 

Routine Routine 

Find a empty 

spot and set up 

stall. 
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vendors, I 

brought the 

current location 

with 300 

dolloars from a 

malaysian.  

 Do you shift around? No No No Yes, have to. 

Do you chat with your 

neighbours? 
Yes Yes No. 

No, my 

neighbor don't 

want ot talk 

Who is considered your 

good friend in the 

market? 

People along 

the same row 

People along the 

same row 

My friends who 

running stall 

with me. 

Customers 

Who do you go to for 

help? 
Neighbours 

People along the 

same row 

My friends who 

running stall 

with me. 

Old Customer. 

Do your friends visit 

you in the market and 

help you (sell 

stuff/introduce 

customers/set up stall)? 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Any bad experiences 

with other sellers? 

Yes, my 

neighbor and I 

used to argue 

over the spot. 

But now we are 

good friends. 

Yes, my neighbor 

and I used to argue 

over the spot. But 

now we are good 

friends. 

Yes. But we got 

more people. 

Yes, in old 

days. Now got 

bad health 

condition. Don't 

have strength to 

fight with them. 

Are you grouped with 

friends? 
Yes No Yes No 

Do you share a shelter 

with your neighbour? 
Yes No No No 

Do you exchange items 

with other vendors? 

Which vendor(s) do you 

buy from, what do you 

buy and how frequent? 

Yes, if it is 

interested me.  
No No Yes 
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Where do you get your 

goods from? 

Outside of the 

market 

electrical appliances 

from external 

supplier 

Buy old stuff 

from people or  

from stores 

nearby.  

Buy from 

friends 

Do you have regular 

customers? Are they 

your friends? 

Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes 

Who are your frequent 

buyers and which types 

of people do you 

normally see in the 

market? Are you able to 

identify a potential 

customer or a window-

shopper? 

Foreign workers Locals 
All kinds of 

people 

Foreign middle 

man 

Any bad experiences 

with customers? Would 

you warn your fellow 

vendors about these 

customers? 

Yes, but we all 

end up with 

friends. I don't 

want to be 

attached to 

materials. 

There's one guy 

used to steal my 

item. His father 

came to me and 

return me the 

money. The 

father is one of 

my regular 

customer now.  

Yes. Steal and eye-

shopping people who 

touch my item with 

asking for permit. I 

will warn others. 

Yes. Steal Yes. Steal 

Interviewee 21 22 23   

Name Auntie TANG Uncle Choo Anonymous   

Age 85 72 70+   

Gender Female Male Male   
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Race Chinese Chinese Chinese   

Number of Sellers at 

Stall 
1 1 1   

Current Occupation (if 

any) 
- - -   

Family member to live 

with (Slibling/ Spouse/ 

Children) 

0 0 0   

Home Location Nearby - -   

Contact No. - - -   

Do you know the new 

labor union ? 
Yes Yes Yes   

Are you a member of 

the labor union? 
No Yes No   

How the chairman being 

elected 
Don't care. 

No idea. Maybe 

others trust him? 

No idea.I don't 

want to be part 

of it.  

  

Did you participate into 

the discussion of how 

to saving sungi road? 

- No,But we should! -   

Does the association 

informs you about the 

usage of the fund or 

their decision of how to 

save sungei road? 

- No -   

Do you know the labor 

union in old days? 
No No No   
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How often do you come 

here in a week? 

I come to 

market if I’m 

feeling not well, 

so that my 

friend can keep 

an eye on me. 

Weekdays 

20years 

Weekdays   

10 years 
  

How do you determine 

the location of your 

stall? 

Routine Routine Routine   

 Do you shift around? No No No   

Do you chat with your 

neighbours? 

Yes, he's my 

dear friend. 

Yes, we are good 

friends. 
No   

Who is considered your 

good friend in the 

market? 

People along 

the same row 

People along the 

same row 
No    

Who do you go to for 

help? 
Neighbours 

People along the 

same row 
self   

Do your friends visit 

you in the market and 

help you (sell 

stuff/introduce 

customers/set up stall)? 

Yes Yes Yes   

Any bad experiences 

with other sellers? 
No No No   

Are you grouped with 

friends? 
Yes Yes No   

Do you share a shelter 

with your neighbour? 

Yes. I don't 

have strength to 

set up the 

shelter. But my 

neighbor is 

kindly enough to 

share his shelter 

with me.  

HaHa, our stalls are 

all mixed up. We 

don't draw lines 

between each other. 

If you bring more 

stuff to market today, 

you take more 

space. If I do so, I 

take more space. 

No   
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Do you exchange items 

with other vendors? 

Which vendor(s) do you 

buy from, what do you 

buy and how frequent? 

No 

My specialty is 

repairing broken 

fans. Other vendors 

who collect broken 

fan or antique fan will 

bring them to me to 

fixed. I charge them 

small changes. 

That's my business.  

Yes   

Where do you get your 

goods from? 

Old friends give 

their cloth to 

me. 

Broken fans from 

other vendor. 

Buy from 

friends 
  

Do you have regular 

customers? Are they 

your friends? 

Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes   

Who are your frequent 

buyers and which types 

of people do you 

normally see in the 

market? Are you able to 

identify a potential 

customer or a window-

shopper? 

Foreign middle 

man (bring back 

and re-sell the 

items at their 

hometown) 

Mostly locals. 
Foreign 

workers  
  

Any bad experiences 

with customers? Would 

you warn your fellow 

vendors about these 

customers? 

No. No. No.   

 


